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Abstract

Critical ideals generalize the critical group and the characteris-

tic polynomials of the adjacency and Laplacian matrices of a graph.

We aim at discussing some numerical experiments providing infor-

mation about the critical ideals of small digraphs. We also show the

complete characterization of the digraphs with at most one trivial

critical ideal. Which implies a characterization of the digraphs with

exactly one invariant factor equal to one.

1 Introduction

Given a digraph D = (V,A) and a set of indeterminates XD = {xu :

u ∈ V (D)}, the generalized Laplacian matrix L(D,XD) of D is the matrix

with rows and columns indexed by the vertices of D given by

L(D,XD)uv =

{
xu if u = v,

−muv otherwise,

where muv is the number of arcs going from u to v.
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The Laplacian matrix L(D) of D is the evaluation of L(D,XD) at X =

deg+(D), where deg+(D) is the out-degree vector of D. By considering

L(D) as a linear map L(D) : ZV → ZV , the cokernel of L(D) is the

quotient module ZV /ImL(D). The torsion part of this module is the

critical group K(D) of D. It is known [7, Theorem 1.4] that the critical

group of a digraph D can be described as: K(D) ∼= Zf1 ⊕Zf2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Zfr ,

where f1, f2, ..., fr are positive integers such that fi | fj for all i ≤ j.

These integers are called invariant factors of the Laplacian matrix of D.

The characterization of the family Gi of simple connected graphs with i

invariant factors equal to 1 has been of great interest, see [1, 4, 9, 10].

Now we will focus on the critical ideals, which were defined in [5], and

studied in [1, 3, 5] as a generalization of the characteristic polynomial and

the critical group.

Definition 1.1. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, the i-th critical ideal of D is the

determinantal ideal given by

Ii(D,XD) = ⟨{det(m) : m is an i× i submatrix of L(D,XD)}⟩ ⊆ Z[XD].

We say that a critical ideal is trivial when it is equal to ⟨1⟩. The following
result serves as a bridge between the critical groups and critical ideals.

Theorem 1.2. [5] If deg+(D) = (deg+D(v1), ...,deg
+
D(vn)) is the out–

degree vector of D, and f1 | · · · | fn−1 are the invariant factors of K(D),

then

Ii(D,deg+(D)) =

〈
i∏

j=1

fj

〉
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Thus if the critical ideal Ii(D,XD) is trivial, then fi is equal to 1.

Equivalently, if fi is not equal to 1, then the critical ideal Ii(D,XD) is not

trivial.

Definition 1.3. The algebraic co-rank γ(D) of a digraph D is the number

of trivial critical ideals of D.
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The counterpart to the algebraic co-rank, in critical ideals, is the number

of invariant factors equal to 1, denoted by f1(D).

Most of the basic properties of the critical ideals were obtained in [5].

For instance, it was proven that if H is an induced subdigraph of G, then

Ii(H,XH) ⊆ Ii(G,XG) for all i ≤ |V (H)|. Thus γ(H) ≤ γ(G). The

algebraic co-rank allows to define the following graph families:

Definition 1.4.

−−→
Γ≤i = {D : D is a connected digraph with γ(D) ≤ i}

Di = {D : D is a connected digraph with f1(D) = i}

We have that
−→
Γ≤i is closed under induced subdigraphs. Moreover, Di ⊆−→

Γ≤i for all i ≥ 0. Therefore, after an analysis of the i-th invariant factor

of the Laplacian matrix of the graphs in
−→
Γ≤i the characterization of Di

can be obtained.

In what follows we will give the characterization of the digraphs with at

most 1 trivial critical ideals. Firstly, we will study in Section 2 the minimal

forbidden digraphs for
−−→
Γ≤k. These digraphs have been playing a crucial

role in the understating the critical ideals and their classification. And this

allow us to give the characterization of the digraphs with 1 trivial critical

ideal. Finally, in Section 3, we will give the complete characterization of
−−→
Γ≤1 and D1. The full details and the missing proofs of some results appear

in the complete version [2] of this extended abstract.

2 γ-critical digraphs

The major advantage of the critical ideals over the critical group is

that critical ideals behave well under induced subdigraph property. This

property allow us to define the following concepts.

Definition 2.1. A digraph D is forbidden for
−−→
Γ≤k if and only if γ(D) ≥

k + 1.
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Let Forb(
−−→
Γ≤k) denote the set of minimal (under induced subdigraphs

property) forbidden digraphs for
−−→
Γ≤k. Given a family F of digraphs, a

digraph D is called F-free if no induced subdigraph of D is isomorphic

to a member of F . Thus D ∈
−−→
Γ≤k if and only if D is Forb(

−−→
Γ≤k)-free.

And equivalently, D belongs to
−−−−→
Γ≥k+1 if and only if D contains a digraph

of Forb(
−−→
Γ≤k) as an induced subgraph. Hence characterizing Forb(

−−→
Γ≤k)

leads to a characterization of
−−→
Γ≤k.

As k grows the combinatorial properties make difficult to completely

describe Forb(Γ≤k). An alternative technique of computing the elements

of Forb(
−−→
Γ≤k) is by means of the following definition. A digraphD is called

γ-critical if γ(D \ v) < γ(D) for all v ∈ V (D). That is, D ∈ Forb(
−−→
Γ≤k)

if and only if γ(D) ≥ k + 1 and γ(D − v) ≤ k, for all v ∈ V (D). We

implemented this criterion in the software Macaulay2 [6] and Nauty [8],

Table 1 shows the number of γ-critical digraphs with at most 6 vertices.

k\n 2 3 4 5 6

0 2

1 7 10

2 61 1308 414

3 1183 542437

4 38229

Table 1: The number of γ-critical digraphs with n vertices and algebraic

co-rank k + 1.

We have that the directed path
−→
P2 with 2 vertices and the directed cycle

−→
C2 with 2 vertices are the minimal forbidden digraphs for

−−→
Γ≤0. Since any

other connected digraph with more than 2 vertices contains
−→
P2 or

−→
C2 as

induced digraphs, we have that Forb(
−−→
Γ≤0) = {

−→
P2,

−→
C2}. Therefore, the

digraph P1 consisting of an isolated vertex is the only connected digraph

such that is (
−→
P2,

−→
C2)-free, that is,

−−→
Γ≤0 = {T1}.
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−→
P2

−→
C2

Figure 1: The γ-critical digraphs with 2 vertices and algebraic co-rank

equal to 1.

Using the data computation, we found 7 digraphs with 3 vertices and

10 digraphs with 4 vertices with algebraic co-rank equal to 2 that are

γ-critical, which are shown in Figure 2. This will be used to completely

characterize
−−→
Γ≤1.

3 Digraphs with one trivial critical ideal

The main goal of this section is to give the characterization of the di-

graphs with at most 1 trivial critical ideal. After, using the fact that

D1 ⊆
−−→
Γ≤1, we will give the classification of the digraphs whose critical

group has one invariant factors equal to 1. As in the previous case, the

characterization of
−−→
Γ≤1 relies heavely in the fact that

−−→
Γ≤1 is closed under

induced subdigraphs and that we have previously computed the γ-critical

digraphs with algebraic co-rank equal to 2.

Figure 2: The γ-critical digraphs with 3 and 4 vertices that have algebraic

co-rank equal to 2.
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We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let F be the family of digraphs shown in Figure 2. Then

F ⊆ Forb(
−−→
Γ≤1).

A digraph D is complete if, for every pair u, v of distinct vertices of D,

both arcs uv and vu are in D. The complete digraph with n vertices is

denoted by
−→
Kn. The trivial digraph with n vertices and no arcs is denoted

by Tn. Let D1 and D2 be vertex-disjoint subdigraphs of D. The set of

arcs with tails in V (D1) and heads in V (D2) is denoted by (D1, D2)D. We

say that (D1, D2)D is complete when is equal to {uv : u ∈ V (D1) and v ∈
V (D2)}.

n2n1

n3

Figure 3: The digraph Λn1,n2,n3 .

Let Λn1,n2n3 be the digraph defined as follows. We start with two trivial

digraphs Tn1 and Tn3 , and one complete digraph
−−→
Kn2 . Additionally, the

arc sets (Tn1 ,
−−→
Kn2)Λ, (Tn1 , Tn3)Λ and (

−−→
Kn2 , Tn3)Λ are complete. See Fig.

3.

Lemma 3.2. If Λn1,n2,n3 is connected such that n1 + n2 + n3 ≥ 2, then

I1(Λn1,n2,n3 , {Xn1 , Yn2 , Zn3}) is trivial, and I2(Λn1,n2,n3 , {Xn1 , Yn2 , Zn3})
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is equal to

⟨∪n1
i=1xi,∪n2

i=1(yi + 1),∪n3
i=1zi⟩ , if n1, n2, n3 ≥ 1,

⟨x1y1⟩ , if n1 = n2 = 1, n3 = 0,

⟨x1z1⟩ , if n1 = n3 = 1, n2 = 0,

⟨y1z1⟩ , if n2 = n3 = 1, n1 = 0,

⟨∪n1
i=1xi⟩ , if n1 ≥ 2, n2 = 1, n3 = 0,

⟨∪n1
i=1xi,∪n2

i=1(yi + 1)⟩ , if n1 ≥ 1, n2 ≥ 2, n3 = 0,

⟨∪i<jxixj⟩ , if n1 = 0, n2 ≥ 2, n3 = 0,

⟨∪n1
i=1zi⟩ , if n1 = 0, n2 = 1, n3 ≥ 2,

⟨∪n2
i=1(yi + 1),∪n3

i=1zi⟩ , if n1 = 0, n2 ≥ 2, n3 ≥ 1,

⟨∪n3
i=1zi⟩ , if n1 = 1, n2 = 0, n3 ≥ 2,

⟨∪n1
i=1xi⟩ , if n1 ≥ 2, n2 = 0, n3 = 1,

⟨∪n1
i=1xi,∪n3

i=1zi⟩ , if n1 ≥ 2, n2 = 0, n3 ≥ 2.

Now we present the characterization of the digraphs with at most one

trivial critical ideal.

Theorem 3.3. Let D be a connected digraph. then the following state-

ments are equivalent:

(i) D ∈
−−→
Γ≤1,

(ii) D is F-free.

(iii) D is isomorphic to Λn1,n2,n3.

By Theorem 1.2, to obtain the classification of the digraphs whose crit-

ical group has exactly one invariant factor equal to one. For this, we only

need to evaluate the out-degree of the vertices in the second critical ideal

corresponding to each digraph in Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. The critical group of a connected digraph has exactly 1

invariant factor equal to 1 if and only if is isomorphic to the digraph

Λn1,n2,n3 where n1, n2, n3 satisfy one of the following conditions.
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� n1, n2, n3 ≥ 1,

� n1 = n2 = 1, n3 = 0,

� n1 = n3 = 1, n2 = 0,

� n2 = n3 = 1, n1 = 0,

� n1 ≥ 1, n2 ≥ 2, n3 = 0,

� n1 = 0, n2 ≥ 2, n3 = 0,

� n1 = 0, n2 = 1, n3 ≥ 2,

� n1 = 0, n2 ≥ 2, n3 ≥ 1,

� n1 = 1, n2 = 0, n3 ≥ 2,

� n1 ≥ 2, n2 = 0, n3 ≥ 2.
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